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Differences in the population of genetics of Mycobacterium tuberculosis between urban migrants and local residents in Beijing, China
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Background Currently, migration has become one of the risk factors of high burden of tuberculosis in China. This study was to explore the influence of mass migration on the dynamics of Mycobacterium (M.) tuberculosis in Beijing, the capital and an urban area of China.

Methods Three hundred and thirty-six M. tuberculosis strains from the Changping district, where the problem of urban migrants was more pronounced than in other Beijing regions, were genotyped by Spoligotyping, large sequence polymorphisms (LSPs 105 and 181), and variable number tandem repeat (VNTR) typing. Based on the genotype data, the phylogeny of the isolates was studied.

Results In Changping district, the proportion of Beijing lineage M. tuberculosis isolates amounted to 89.0% (299/336), among which 86.6% (252) belonged to the modern lineage. The frequency of modern Beijing lineage strains is so high (around 75% (252/336)) that associated risk factors affecting the tuberculosis epidemic cannot be determined. The time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) of the Beijing lineage strains was estimated to be 5073 (95% CI: 4000–6200) years. There was no significant difference in the genetic variation of Beijing isolates from urban migrants and local residents.

Conclusions The clone of modern Beijing lineage M. tuberculosis, which is dominant in the Beijing area, most likely started to expand with the five thousand-year-old Chinese civilization. In the future, with the urbanization in the whole of China, modern Beijing lineage M. tuberculosis may gain the larger geographical spread.
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Beijing is the capital city and urban area of China. From the 1950s to the 1990s, the tuberculosis (TB) morbidity and mortality in Beijing area declined significantly. However, after the 1990s, the decrease in the TB incidence rate slowed down. There may be specific reasons for this unfavorable situation; however, the high prevalence of the Beijing genotype Mycobacterium (M.) tuberculosis and urban migrants may be factors in this area not sufficiently taken into consideration.

In recent years, more solid phylogenetic markers, such as large sequence polymorphisms (LSPs) also indicated as Regions of Difference (RDs) and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), have been used to analyze the population structure of the M. tuberculosis complex. It revealed that the global population structure of M. tuberculosis complex (MTBC) is defined by six large phylogeny lineages. The East-Asian lineage actually redefined the Beijing genotype strains, as this lineage for the largest part consists of Beijing genotype strains. Beijing lineage M. tuberculosis, as a clone, was expanding all over the world and was associated with drug-resistance on some countries. In addition, Beijing lineage M. tuberculosis had the hypervirulence and negative immunomodulatory capability, and may partially depend on its production – a
specific phenolic glycolipid. Tsolaki et al suggested that the Beijing lineage can be defined by the RD105 deletion. Furthermore, the Beijing lineage of M. tuberculosis was divided into two sub-groups by presence or absence of RD181. Modern Beijing strains, defined by the absence of RD181, can again be further divided by RD150 and RD142. Previous studies reported that Beijing strains are highly prevalent in China, including Beijing area.

Variable number of tandem repeat (VNTR) typing is considered the current gold standard in genotyping, especially in studies on the molecular epidemiology of TB at population level. This method was also found useful to study the phylogeny of the M. tuberculosis complex. Shriver et al built an online web (MIRU-VNTR plus) to analyze the genotype data by neighbor-joining and minimal spanning method, and they also estimated the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of the M. tuberculosis complex in terms of VNTR genotyping data and phylogenetic theory.

China is confronted with a rapid urbanization process, led by the nationwide economic reforms, and this creates large-scale domestic migrations. It is estimated that there will be 240–260 million urban migrants in China by the year 2030. Urban migrants leave their rural hometowns to seek jobs in large cities such as Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, etc. In fact, it is well known that there is a strong correlation between human population migration and the prevalence of TB. At present it was the urban migrants that make the burden of tuberculosis heavier in Shanghai. Beijing was not only the capital but also an urban area of China; hence, we specially want to know the migration dynamics of M. tuberculosis. Another important investigation was from San Francisco in 2006. The authors reported that although San Francisco was an urban cosmopolitan environment, M. tuberculosis lineages were much more likely to spread in sympatric than in allopatric patient populations. Beijing is an urban metropolitan environment; we, therefore, wondered whether there might be variable host–pathogen compatibilities, such as Beijing sub-lineages of M. tuberculosis—Chinese sub-population in terms of their place of birth. The results are all useful to devise local and national optimal TB control strategies. Therefore, in this study, we compared the population genetics of M. tuberculosis between local residents and urban migrants, by analyzing the genotype data of the strains from the Changping district, where the problem of urban migrants was very serious in Beijing regions, and hope to find positive results.

METHODS

Study setting
Beijing had approximately 24 million inhabitants in 2004. We decided to study the Changping district, one of the 16 administrative districts in the Beijing region, because it has a most rapid rate of urbanization and the highest increase in the proportion of urban migrants amongst human population in Beijing since the nationwide economic reforms started in 1980s. In 2004, the Changping district had a population of approximately 2.08 million, while 49% were local residents and 51% were urban migrants.

In the Changping district, all suspected cases of pulmonary TB detected in general hospitals or community health centers were referred to the Changping Tuberculosis Prevention and Control Institute of Beijing, where the diagnosis was made by sputum smear microscopy, culture, and chest radiography, according to the “Diagnostic criteria for pulmonary tuberculosis” issued by the Ministry of Health. All the patients confirmed with active pulmonary TB must be reported to the Tuberculosis Registry at the Beijing Research Institute for Tuberculosis Control through the mandatory notification system. In this retrospective study, we covered all confirmed TB patients, who lived in Changping district from 1 June 2004 to 31 December 2006.

Sputum smear examination by Ziehl-Neelsen staining and culture on Lowenstein-Jensen medium was performed for samples from all TB cases. The culture positive isolates further were identified by PNB and TCH. The demographic data of the involved culture positive TB patients was collected, including age, sex, diagnosis (pulmonary TB, pleurisy, peritonitis, disseminated TB, and lymph nodes TB), clinical history (productive coughing ≥3 weeks or <3 months, hemoptysis, chest pain, fever, fatigue, loss of appetite, night sweats, etc), complication, radiology data, BCG vaccination status, drug susceptibility pattern, treatment history, and geographic birth region (local, east, middle, and west area). M. tuberculosis H37Rv (ATCC 27294) strain was used as a control in each experiment.

Genotyping

Spoligotyping
The M. tuberculosis isolates were typed by the standard spoligotyping method.

Identification of genomic LSPs using real time-PCR
Rapid identification of genomic deletions (large sequence polymorphisms) in M. tuberculosis strains was performed using the real-time PCR based on Tsolaki’s methods. Beijing lineage M. tuberculosis can be defined by the absence of RD105. Modern Beijing strains are devoid of RD181, while more ancient ones still possess RD181.

VNTR
M. tuberculosis isolates from Changping were genotyped using the standard 24 loci VNTR method.

Discriminatory power of VNTR
The discriminatory power of VNTR typing method was calculated using the Hunter-Gaston discriminatory index (HGI). The allelic diversity (h) was determined according to Selander’s method.

Phylogenetic inference
Identification and phylogenetic tree: The VNTR, spoligotyping and RD patterns of M. tuberculosis strains
from Changping were all transformed into a digital type, and then uploaded to the MIRU-VNTRplus web-application (http://www.miru-vntrplus.org/). Using the “similarity search” module based on the genetic distance from the different lineage reference strains in the VNTR plus database, the lineages of M. tuberculosis were defined.

The phylogenetic tree of M. tuberculosis was analyzed using the Neighbor-Joining (N-J) program at MIRU-VNTRplus. Mycobacterium canetti was used as an outgroup. In addition, a minimum spanning tree was also defined in order to simulate the genetic structure.

Time estimation of Beijing lineage strains from Changping: We grouped individual isolates into populations defined by their belonged lineages, which were all from the MIRU-VNTR plus reference strain database. Beijing lineage strains were grouped according to the population of Beijing in the MIRU-VNTR plus database; however, the Beijing strains from the Changping were grouped by the BJ population. Based on 24-loci VNTR patterns, the Nei et al’s D_8 distance was computed and used to construct neighbor-joining trees with 100 bootstraps on individuals using the software Populations version 1.2.32.

The Ytime method was used to calculate the time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) of the Beijing lineage strains from Changping. The TMRCA was inferred under the assumption of the Simple Stepwise Mutation Model (S-SMM). Using all available loci (N=24) as input, the strains were grouped according to their lineages, which were obtained from the MIRU-VNTR plus database and our results. The ancestral genotype for each group was calculated as the mean of every single locus in the group. In agreement with Shriver et al., the mutation rate of 10^{-3} per year per locus and the assumed growth rate of 10^{-4} were used. The assumption of demography only affected the confidence intervals and did not affect the mean estimates of TMRCA.

Statistical analysis
We assessed that the modern and ancient Beijing lineage M. tuberculosis correlated with factors, such as age, BCG vaccination status, drug susceptibility pattern and geographic birth region, and stratified results of the Beijing lineage clade data by the four human populations from four different birth areas. All analysis was completed in SPSS18.0 (Chicago, IL, USA).

Genetic differentiation
Based on the 24 loci VNTR data of M. tuberculosis from four human populations, analysis of Molecular Variance (AMOVA) was used to evaluate the genetic differentiation within Beijing, especially the modern Beijing lineage M. tuberculosis between urban migrants and local residents in the Changping district.

RESULTS
Totally, 1065 cases of active pulmonary tuberculosis were reported to the Tuberculosis Registry at the Beijing Research Institute for Tuberculosis Control during the period of June 1, 2004 to December 31, 2006. Sputum samples from these 1065 cases were subjected to mycobacterial culture. The culture of 340 of these isolates showed Mycobacterium growth. Thirteen of the isolates belonged to NTM species, and the remaining 327 were M. tuberculosis, as determined by biochemical tests. Spoligotyping on all 340 mycobacterial samples demonstrated that nine of the 13 NTM samples were in fact mixed M. tuberculosis and NTM infections. Thus, 336 samples contained solidity M. tuberculosis.

Correlation of Beijing sub-lineages M. tuberculosis and patient’s birth area
Among the 336 M. tuberculosis isolates from the Changping district, 89.0% (299/336) of the isolates revealed the RD105 deletion and Beijing genotype spoligotyping pattern, while the other 37 (11.0%) had an intact RD105, and were of other lineages. Among the 299 Beijing strains, 252 had the RD181 deletion and were considered modern, while the other 47 Beijing strains did not and were assigned to the ancient lineage. Among the 252 modern Beijing strains, 168 strains also exhibited the RD150 deletion, but 84 strains did not; 173 strains had deleted RD142, while 79 strains had not. On the basis of this information, we produced a phylogenetic tree of the M. tuberculosis strains isolated from the Changping district, in Beijing (Figure 1). The result indicated that in the Changping district, the modern Beijing lineage of M. tuberculosis strains was prevailing at a high frequency (84.3%, 252/299).

No association was observed between one of the two sub-lineages (ancient vs. modern) of the Beijing lineage strains and patient characteristics such as age (~25, 25–49, 50–75, and >75), BCG vaccination status, drug resistance (SM, INH, RFP, and EMB), treatment history (new case and retreatment), and area of host origin (local, east, middle, and west area, P>0.05). Furthermore, not only local residents, but also urban migrants in Changping were mainly (around 75%) infected by modern Beijing lineage M. tuberculosis.

Figure 1. The phylogeny of Beijing/W lineage M. tuberculosis in Changping. RD105 defines the Beijing/W family and is further subdivided by RD181, RD150, and RD142. All of the M. tuberculosis strains were from Changping, Beijing.
Discriminatory power of 24 loci VNTR typing for Beijing lineage *M. tuberculosis*

Although the 336 *M. tuberculosis* isolates from the Changping district were all subjected to 24 loci VNTR typing, only 318 strains had complete VNTR patterns. The result of allelic diversity showed that VNTR2163b revealed the highest h (0.9740) and MIRU27 the lowest (0.2965). There were no identical fingerprints among the VNTR patterns of the 318 isolates, so the HIG amounted to 1. As 24 loci VNTR had sufficient discriminatory power for *M. tuberculosis* strains from Changping, we can use this technique in the next investigation.

Clonal expansion of modern Beijing strains

The 318 VNTR patterns of *M. tuberculosis* isolates from Changping were analyzed using the MIRU-VNTR plus program. The strains were categorized into a phylogenetic N-J tree using *M. canetti* as an outgroup (the figure unpublished). There was a very limited genetic distance between 281 Beijing lineage strains from Changping, which had been determined by spoligotyping and RD typing and had complete VNTR data, and strains of the same lineage in the MIRU-VNTR plus database. The result again confirmed the 281 *M. tuberculosis* belonged to Beijing lineage.

To more robustly define the position of Beijing strains in MTBC, we grouped individual isolates into the populations defined by their lineages. We established an N-J tree on basis of the VNTR allelic frequencies of these populations. The outgroup for this tree was also clearly distinguishable into two major lineages: clade 1 described by Supply et al. The 336 isolates from the Beijing area, as a clone, started to expand.

No variability of genetic differentiation within Beijing, especially modern Beijing lineage *M. tuberculosis* between urban migrants and local residents

In order to discriminate the phylogenetic sub-clades, a N-J tree was constructed in terms of 24 loci VNTR patterns of 281 Beijing lineage *M. tuberculosis* from Changping district (Figure 2). The outgroup for this tree was also *M. canetti*. Four clades were defined: clade 1 (green), clade 2 (yellow), clade 3 (blue), and clade 4 (purple). The four clades of *M. tuberculosis*, comprising in total of 263 isolates, corresponded to 78.3% (263/336) of the culture positive TB cases in Changping between 1 June 2004 and 31 December 2006, who were born in Beijing (local), east, middle, and west area of China. Thirty-six percent of 336 isolates belonged to clade 1, 15% to clade 2, 18% to clade 3, and 9% to clade 4. When we stratified the Beijing lineage *M. tuberculosis* clade data by the four patient populations, no association was evident ($P > 0.05$).

Table 1. Estimated times (in years) since the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (years)</td>
<td>5073</td>
<td>8800</td>
<td>18 500</td>
<td>36 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>4000–6200</td>
<td>7300–10 400</td>
<td>16 000–21 200</td>
<td>31 400–41 000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reflected in a star-like network topology of minimum spanning tree of 24 loci VNTR of *M. tuberculosis* isolates within the Beijing lineage, it underwent rapid population expansion (the Figure unpublished).

From the result of AMOVA in terms of 24 loci VNTR data of 281 Beijing strains (Table 2), we found that there was not variable genetic differentiation within the Beijing, especially modern Beijing lineage of *M. tuberculosis* between urban migrants and local residents in Changping.

DISCUSSION

In the Beijing area, the enormous migration is a potential threat to TB control, as shown in Shanghai. In order to set optimal TB control strategies, we should take into account the population genetics of *M. tuberculosis* and its migration dynamics. Hence, we selected Changping district, as a study area, in which the problem of urban migrants was more serious than that of other areas in Beijing.
Although Beijing strains are genetically highly conserved and reveal a clonal population structure on basis of the markers tested, the 24 loci VNTR, which Supply et al. recommended in 2006, had sufficient resolution at strain level. Hence, we decided to construct a database, including background data and VNTR typing results of all *M. tuberculosis* isolated in Changping from 2004 to present, in order to temporarily and spatially monitor the difference in genetic structure of the *M. tuberculosis* population between urban migrants and local residents in Beijing, capital, and an urban area of China.

For two and half years, we collected 336 *M. tuberculosis* strains. Based on their 24 loci VNTR patterns, it was found that in the Changping district, the Beijing lineage strains were predominant (89.0% (299/336)), and the “modern” Beijing lineage was by far more prevalent than the ancient one (84.3% vs 15.7%). In addition, it was evident that the frequency of modern Beijing lineage is so high (around 75%; 252/336) in this region that the birth area of patients cannot be identified as risk factor influence on the TB epidemic.

The remaining scientific question was whether we could estimate the evolutionary age of Beijing lineage strains from Changping. The findings presented in this study indicate that the whole Beijing strain population in Changping emerged from approximately 5100 years ago. This estimate is strikingly close to the proposed time for the start of Chinese 5000-year-old civilization. Our results again supported the assumption that evolutionary history of TB accompanied with that of human.24

In Beijing, it was imagined whether there was variable compatibility between host and pathogen, as in San Francisco, even though Beijing sub-lineages *M. tuberculosis* and Chinese sub-population in terms of their born in area. From the investigation of Changping, the answer was no. The reasons may be that Beijing, especially modern Beijing lineage *M. tuberculosis* were dominant in this area, and host population were all Chinese, while they were born in different area of China. From the topology of minimum spanning tree of the *M. tuberculosis*, it was estimated that modern Beijing lineage, as a clone, rapidly expanded, and was possibly introduced into new host populations. Furthermore, based on invariable genetic differentiation, it was suggested that there were gene flows within Beijing, especially modern Beijing lineage *M. tuberculosis* between urban migrants and local residents.

Through the window of the Chanping district, we can look into Beijing and consider that modern Beijing lineage will become dominant form, and furthermore outcompete ancient and other lineages, with continued urban migrant population.25 It is also apprehended that the modern
Beijing lineage of *M. tuberculosis* would again expend as it did five thousand years ago, but may be coupled with rapid urbanization in the future. Although government has devised an ambitious plan to eliminate TB in China, some of questions discussed in this study, while primarily of academic interest, should be take into account.
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